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GMR Hyderabad Internatjonal Airport Limited (HIAL) is a joint venture 
company promoted by the GMR Group, (63%) in partnership with Government of 
India through Airports Authoritj; of India (AA:I-13%), Government of Andhra Pradesh 
(13%) and Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad ~11%). The Company was incorporated 
to design, finance, build, operate ana maintain a world class Greenfield airport at 
Shamshabad, Hyderabad. The project is based on the Public Private Partnership (PPP) 
model and is structured on a Build, Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT) basis. The 
airport was commissioned in March 2008 with initial capacity of 12 million passengers 
per annum (MPPA) and 100,000 tons of cargo handling capacity per annum. 

2.1 A Concession Agreement (CA) for development, construction, operation and 
maintenance of the Hyderabad Airport, was entered into between Government of 
India through the Ministry of Civil Aviation and HIAL, on 20.12.2004. As per 
Schedule 6 of the CA: 

"RIAL will be allowed to levy UDF w.eJ. .Airport openitiq Date, duly increased 
in the subsequen ~ years witli irz.fJ.ation index as set out hereunder from 
embarking domestic and international passengers, for the provision of 
passenger amenities, services and facilities and the UDF will be "used for the 
development, management, maintenance, operation and expansion of the 
facilities at the Airport." 

2.2 Based on the provisions in the CA and the application made in this behalf by 
HIAL, the Ministry of Civil Aviation allowed a levy of UDF @ Rs.1000/- (inclusive of 
taxes) per international departing passenger w.e.f 23.04.2008 and @Rs. 37S/
(inclusive of taxes) per departing domestic passenger w.e.f 18.08.2008 (vide letters 
No.AV.2001S/03/2003-AAI dated 28.02.2008 and No.AV.20036/28/2004-AAI 
(Vol.IV) dated 18.08.2008 respectively), on adhoc basis. The existing rates ofUDF 
excluding the service tax component work out to Rs.340/ -per departing 
domestic passenger and Rs.907/- per departing international passenger. 
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2.3 HIAL, vide their letter no. GHIALjUDF/Domestic/04/2008 dated 01.09.2008, 
had submitted that in their original business plan furnished to the Ministry, the 
average UDF amount was arrived @ Rs.725/- per passenger for both international and 
domestic passengers and since the UDF for international passengers was approved for 
Rs.1000/- by the Ministry, the corresponding amount for domestic passengers should 
be Rs.600/- so as to be in consonance with their business plan. HIAL submitted that 
in the meanwhile, they had started collecting the provisionally approved domestic 
UDF @ Rs.375/- departing passenger, under protest. HIAL also stated that as a result 
of the lower UDP approved for domestic passengers, they were incurring a substantial 
loss of Rs.16 crores per month. 

3.1 Pursuant to the enactment of the "'Fne Airports Economic Regulatory Authority 
of India Act, 2008" (the 'Act') on 05.12.2008, the establishment of the Airports 
Economic Regulatory Authority (the 'Authority') on 12.05.2009, and the notification 
of the powers and functions of the ~utho rity w.e.f 01.09.2009 the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation, in October'oo transferred the subject issue for the Authority's consideration, 
along with copies of relevant extracts of files.and correspondences. 

The Authority is to perform the following functions in respect of major airports:. , 

- to determine the tariff for the aeronautical services; 

- to determine the amount of the development fees in respect of major airports; 

- to determine the amount of the passengers service fee levied under rule 88 of 
the Aircraft Rules, 1937 made under the Aircraft Act, 1934; and 

to monitor the set performance standards relating to quality, continuity and 
reliability of service as may be specified by the Central Government or any 
authority authorised by it in this behalf. 

3.3 The actual annual passenger throughp,ut at Hyderabad airport during 2009-10 
was 65,12,913, which is in excess of ~.5 million passengers per annum (mppa). Hence, 
Hyderabad International lAirport is a "major airp,ort" as defined in clause (i) of Section 
2 of the Act. As per 2009-10 traffic statistics, the international passengers comprised 
26·35% and the passengerdomestic passengers comprised 73.65% of the total 
throughput. 

3-4 Further, in terms of Sec 13 (1) (b) of the Act, Authority shall, inter alia, 
determine the amount of development fees in respect of major airports. Furthermore, 
Rule 89 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937, provides that the licensee (of an aerodrome) may 
levy and collect at a major airport the User Development Fee at such rates as may be 
determined under clause (b) of sub-section (1) of Section 13 of the Act. 

3.5 Rule 89 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 prescribes: 

" User Development Fee - The licensee may 
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(a) Levy and collect at a major airport the User Development Fees at such rate 
as may be determined under clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 13 of the 
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority ofIndia Act, 2008; 

(b) levy and collect at any other airport the User Development Fees at such 
rate as the Central Government may specify." 

However, no methodology has been prescribed in the Aircraft Rules for 
determining the rate of UDF. 

3.6 The draft guidelines issued by the Ministry of Civil Aviation noted that levy of 
UDF was to be considered only in cases and years where the target revenue of a major 
airport was projected to fall short of the admissible expenditure. Hon'ble High Court 
of Kerala, in its judgment in the case of Commissioner of Central Excise Vs. 
Cochin International Airport Ltd. [2009 (16) S.T.R. 401 (Ker.)], has noted 
that the purpose of UDF "is to augment revenue". Thus, UDF may be taken as a 
revenue enhancing measure to ensure economic viability of the airport operations. The 
Authority, in the Consultation Paper N003/2009-10 has noted that with respect to 
airports' tariff proposals to be submitted to the Authority, the Authority will require 
that: " The User Development Fee is proposed as a revenue head to be allowed in 
specific case upon due consider-ation." 

3.7 Keeping in view the above, the Authority has been determining the rate of UDF 
so as to ensure that the airport operator is able to obtain return on the regulated asset 
base at a fair rate, over the relevant period. 

4.1 HIAL vide their letter Ref: GHIAL/F&A/UDF/2009-1o/2 dated 02 .08.2009 
addressed to the Ministry, had requested for upward revision of UDF as under: 

a) If 28.54% hike in Landing, Housing and Parking Charges is allowed: 
Domestic UDF @ Rs-450/-plus taxes and International UDF @ Rs.2840/-plus 
taxes. 

b) If 28.54% hike in Landing, Housing and Parking Charges is not allowed: 
Domestic UDF @ RS-450/-plus taxes and International UDF @ Rs.2918/-plus 
taxes. 

4.2 The aforesaid request was transferred by the Ministry for the Authority's 
consideration in October, 2009. Upon scrutiny of the application, Authority, observed 
that the auditor's certificate for classification of assets was not available and the 
methodology of calculation of UDF was not clear. The Authority, vide its letter 
no.AERA/20010/ HIAL-DUF/2009-10 dated 09.12.2009, requested HIAL to furnish 
the above information at the earliest. 

4.3 In accordance with the decision taken in the meeting held with Airport 
Operators on 03.12.2009, the Authority referred the UDF proposal of HIAL to the 
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consortium led by M/s.Pricewaterhouse Coopers Pvt Ltd (PWCPL) for immediate 
scrutiny and advise. Additional information was also sought from HIAL. 

4-4 The additional information sought for the determination of UDF was furnished 
byHIAL and the same was shared with PWCPL. A number of meetings were also held 
in January-February, 2010 in this regard where PWCPL briefed about different 
scenarios on the basis of assumptions made on: 

a.	 Till to be adopted 

b.	 Return of Equity 

c.	 Traffic forecast 

d. Treatment of additional capital investment (of Rs-442 crores undertaken by 
HIAL at the project implementation stage) 

4.5 It was specifically observed that the Ministry of Civil Aviation earlier had 
approved the proposal of HIAL for additional investment to the tune of Rs-442 crores 
(at the project execution stage) subject to the following conditions: 

a.	 It will not require any additional contribution from stakeholders; 

b.	 There will not be any additional liability to the user. No additional UDP 
will be considered on this account; 

c.	 All the works may be taken through competitive bidding process. 

4.6 However, before the Authority could take a view in the matter through 
stakeholder consultation, HIAL, vide letter no nil dated 12.02.2010, requested that the 
case may not be processed further at that juncture. 

5. Subsequently, the Ministry vide its letter No.AV.20014/003/2006-AAI dated 
09.08.2010, conveyed tliat the conditions imposed by, the Ministry vide its letter of 
even no. dated 02.04.2008 on the investment of Rs-442 crores at Hyderabad Airport 
stand withdrawn. 

6.1 HIAL vide its letter Gated 18.08.2010, subihitted an application for revision in 
UDF seeking approval of tlie Authority for revised rates of Rs.500/- per departing 
domestic passenger and Rs.2825/- per departing international passenger, w.e.f 
01.09.2010, excluding service tax. HIAL stated that the UDF proposed by them has 
been worked out on single till basis and has been calculated for five years including 
last two completed years. In short, HIAL has requested that over a five year period 
UDF should be adequate to give them a fair rate of return on their asset base. HIAL 
also furnished clarifications vide emails dated 08.09.2010; 13.9.2010; 15.09.2010, 
18.09.2010, 21.09.2010 and 22.09.2010 in response to the queries raised by the 
Authority. 
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6.2 HIAL has worked out the proposal on single till basis. It has been calculated 
based on the figures furnished for a period of 5 years (FY 2008-09 to FY 2012-13). It 
has stated that the revenues from Cargo, Ground handling and Fuel throughput 
charges have been classified under aeronautical revenue whereas the rental revenues 
from Cargo, Ground handling and Fuel farm have been treated as non-aeronautical. 
HIAL has justified the treatment considering that the rental revenue in general is non
aero revenue and rentals are derived from provision of infrastructure unrelated to 
nature of underlying business. 

6.3 HIAL has also furnished an auditors certificate in connection with the agreed 
upon procedures, concepts and principles behind the bifurcation of assets and 
operating expenditure in to Aeronautical ana. Non-Aeronautical. 

64 The proposal is based on tne following further assumptions (as made by HIAL): 

(i) A 10% increase in lan<ling and parking charges, year on year, over the 
regulatory period; 

(ii) Charge of Rs.4000 per landing for aircrafts with capacity of less than 80 
seats; 

(iii) 

I 

6.5	 In the clarification dated 13.09.2010, HIAL has, inter-alia, stated that: 

(i)	 A hotel asset existing in the books of account of HIAL has been 
demerged through a 100% owned subsidiary namely GMR Hotels & 
Resorts Ltd. The capital cost of the hotel has not been assumed in the 
asset base. Revenues and cost of the same have been excluded from the 
projections of RIAL. 

(ii)	 AS per scheme of demerger, an amount of Rs.110 crores was treated as 
equity investment of HIAL in the subsidiary whereas an amount of 
Rs.140 crores was considered as unsecured loan extended by HIAL. 

(iii)	 The unsecured loan of RS.140 crores is considered as received from the 
subsidiary ana repaid to the existing lenders during the year 2010-11. 

(iv)	 There is no land cost associated with the hotel. However, HIAL will 
charge a lease rent of Rs. 35 per sq. mtr. per month for the land occupied 
by the hotel (i.e. 7 .03 acres). 

(v)	 The total project cost of HIAL including hotel is Rs.2920 crores, which 
consists of Rs.2120 crores loan and Rs.800 crores equity and quasi 
equity. The bifurcation of equity and loans is as follows: 
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Equity and Loans Rs in Crs. 
Equity 378 
Interest Free Loan from GoAP 315 
Advance Development Fund Grant 107 

Total Equity 800 

Term Loan 200,1) g60 

Term Loan 2007 718 
Additional Term Loan required 442 

Total Debt 2120 

(vi)	 Concession fee (payable @ ;q.% after 10 years) is an expense for each 
financial year and the same is accounted for on accrual basis as per the 
accounting standards. 

(vii)	 The inflation figures in the original proposal dated 18.08.2010 have been 
changed to correct factual errors, as pointed out by the Authority. The 
new WPI increase comes to 5.33% pa which has been incorporated in the 
revised calculation. 

(viii)	 Dividends in general do not form part of the core activity (airport 
operations) of the airport operator and should not be included in tariff 
calculation. Telecom ..Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal 
(TDSAT) has in an\ Ofdef d~t'ed· 30.08.2007 held that dividends do not 
constitute part of 1\djusted Gross Receipt (AGR). 

(ix)	 LPH charges have been taken as per existing rates for the year 2010-11 
and the 10% escalation has been considered, year on year, starting from 
2011-12. 

(x)	 The reduced discount of 2% on domestic LPH has been considered w.e.f, 
01.11.2010. 

(xi)	 Similarly, a landing charge of RsAooo/- per landing for aircraft with less 
than 80 seats has been considered w.e.f, 01.11.2010. 

(xii)	 The revenue share from the Cargo has been considered as aeronautical 
revenue whereas Rs. 5.77 crores without any escalation has been 
considered as rental revenues and considered as Non Aeronautical 
revenue. 

Based on the above HIAL revised the proposal and requested for 
approval for le~ of UDF at the revised rates of Rs.500/- per 
domestic departing domestic passenger and Rs.2987/- per departing 
international passenger, exclusive of service tax, w.e.f, 01.11.2010. 

7.	 The Authority took note of the following: 

(i)	 The Authority has not yet taken a final position in respect of economic 
regulation of airports. Therefore, the tariff determination in respect of 
the Hyderabad International Airport would take time. In the interim, the 
revenue enhancement through UDF could be considered, on an ad-hoc 
basis. In case this is not considered, the target revenue could be higher at 
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the time of tariff determination. 

(ii)	 The assumption made by HIAL, for a year on year, 10% increase in 
aeronautical charges cannot be considered, at present, as it would 
tantamount to the Authority's approval for such revision in aeronautical 
charges. The Authority, in due course, would be required to prescribe 
aeronautical tariff for the regulatory period of five years and this mayor 
may not translate into year on year increase of 10%. 

(iii)	 As regards, the levy of RsAoOO j - landing charges proposed to be 
charged on aircrafts with less than 80 seats, it is observed that such 
aircrafts are fully exempted from payment of landing charges, as per 
present practice, even though the landing charge is leviable according to 
weight based rates. Therefore, the proposal to withdraw the exemption 
and instead levy a cliarge of RsAoooj- per landing is in effect reduction 
in 100% discount (or exemption) to the level proposed. As such, this is a 
purely commercial decision of the airport operator subject of course to 
the condition that the cliatge proposed (i.e., fixed rate of Rs.aooc/-) is 
within the weight Based rates. Authority does not wish to be a party to 
this decision. . 

\ 

(iv)	 As regards, the reduction in discount for payments made within the 
credit period, from 15% to 2%, it is again a purely commercial decision of 
HIAL. 

(v)	 The nature and quantum of discounts is essentially a commercial 
decision of HIAL. Further, in the present case, HIAL has indicated that 
the discounts are proposed to be reduced w.e.f, 01.11.2010. The 
additional revenue on account of such reduced discounts can be, 
accordingly, considered towards target revenue calculation. 

8. In the light of the position noted in para 7 above, the submissions made by 
HIAL, along with the workings were examined by the Authority. 

9.1 Regulatory Asset Based (RAB)- HIA~ has indicated that it has taken the 
fixed assets values from its fixed asset register. Further, it has also indicated that 
allocations to the Regulatory ASset Base (RAB) Eave been made based on avoidable 
cost principle. A detailed concept note certified By Statutory Auditors, has been 
furnished. According to HIAL, depreciation has been considered as per the rates 
prescribed in Companies Act, 1956. HIAL has stated that a technical assessment of the 
assets has been undertaken to get the useful life of assets and the same shall be 
submitted at time of final tariff approval. 

For the present, thevalue of initial RAB of Rs.2173.60 crores, as submitted by HIAL 
has been considered. The Weighted Average SLM depreciation rate calculated from 
HIALsubmission works out to around 4.65%. 
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9.2 Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) - HIAL, has taken the cost of 
equity of 24% in the calculation (as per the assessment made by Mis. Jacob 
Consultancy). For cost of debt, HIAL has considered the same as per actual borrowing 
rate for the year 2010-11 which is projected @ 11% for the year as rate is floating in 
nature. HIAL have not considered any return on the Interest Free Loan. Further, the 
Advance Development Fund Grant has been removed from the WACC calculation as 
well as from the RAE. 

It is to be observed that in the Consultation Paper No. 03/2009-10 dated 26.02.2010, 
the Authority has indicated that for determining WACC : 

(i) It will consider cost of debt on actual basis; and 
(ii) Cost of equity would Hedetermined on CAPM basis. 

Since, in the present case, the actual cost of'debt for 2008-09 and 2009-10 is available 
and it can be reasonably estimated for 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2010-13, the same has 
been taken for calculation of UDR 'AS regards cost of equity, the HIAL is not a listed 
company. Therefore, beta W) in case of HIAL is not readily available nor can it be 
easily determined. In: the circumstances, following approach could be considered for 
the present: 

(i) It is observed that the Government of Andhra Pradesh has, in the State 
Support Agreement, assured lHIAt. that the Interest Free Loan shall be 
adjusted pro-rata if required as a result of change to the Project Cost and so as 
to maintain equity interval rate of return at 18.33% (clause 2.3(b) of the 
agreement). Hence, it could be inferred that a equity return of 18.33% has been 
assured to HIAL. The cost of equity, therefore, could be taken as 18.33% for 
ad-hoc determination. 

(ii) In respect of HIAL's request for revision in UDF so as to, inter-alia, ensure 
fair rate of return for the previous period (i.e., 2008-09 and 2009-10), it can 
be argued that the same would tantamount to retrospective revision in the rate 
of UDF that too broadly for a period (i.e., upto 01.09.2009) when the 
regulatory powers of the Authority had not been notified. On the other hand, it 
is to be observed that UDF is a revenue enhancing measure and the rate 
thereof is so determined so as to ensure a fair return to the airport operator on 
the RAE. Therefore, in a case where the op,erator has not been able to obtain a 
fair return on RAB and has in fact incurred loss, despite UDF, it is evident that 
UDF rate earlier determined was insufficient. In such a situation, it would be 
reasonable to so revise the rate of UDF, prospectively, so that the operator is 
able to obtain at least the minimum assured return for the entire period under 
consideration. The latter view is in consonance with one of the objectives that 
the Authority is minded to set for itself, i.e., ensuring viability of the airport. 

Based on the above, the WACC was calculated as under: 
Year 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 
WACC 9-42% 9.71% 9.65% 9.86% 
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9.3 Traffic Projections - The traffic projections made by HIAL are based on a 
study made by the Madras School of Economics. The base case estimate of traffic has 
been projected as follows: 

- 5 years average CAGR of 6-40% increase in Domestic Pax Traffic 
- 5 years average CAGR of 7.60% increase in International Pax Traffic 
- 5 years average CAGR of 5-42% increase in Domestic ATMs 
- 5 years average CAGR of 6.31% increase in International ATMs 

The Authority observed that the detailed assumptions and specifically the independent 
variables are not available and that the forecast made for the current year 2010-11 do 
not match with the actual traffic witnessed till now. Hence, it is not possible to accept 
the forecast made by HIAL, for tHe present. In view of this, the forecast for 2010-11, 
2011-12 and 2012-13 could be as follows: 

-
-	 11.4%based on 10 year national average for International Passenger Traffic 
-	 12% based on passenger and ATM growth regression analysis for Domestic 

ATMTraffic
 
- 12% based on
 growth regression analysis for 

International ATMTraffic . 
-	 8.3% based on 10 year national average for Domestic Cargo Traffic 
-	 8.9% based on 10 year national average for International Cargo Traffic 

9-4 Revenue: 
9-4.1 Aeronautical Revenue: 

(a) Landing & Parking Charges: 
-	 A 10% increase in landing and parking charges year on year has been 

considered by HIAL in their proposal. 

- Current discount of 15% prevailing as on date for Domestic Scheduled 
Landing has not been considered by HIAL. Instead HIAL has proposed 
to reduce the discount on all landing and parking charges for all 
domestic Scheduled Airlines p'axing witHin 15 days from the date of 
invoice to 2%. For tlie purpose of calculation HIAL has presumed that 
only 50% of. customers will be availing this discount. 

- Landing cliarges for aircrafts with less than 80 seat is currently 
exempted for Domestic Landing, will be charged Rs. 4,000. 

As stated in para 7 (ii) above, no year on year increase in landing, parking or 
housing charges is being considered, presently. Further, keeping in view the 
position indicated in para 7 (iii), (iv) and (v), the additional revenues estimated 
on account of reduced discounts are being accepted. 

(b) Passenger Service Fee (PSF): Present charge of Rs.70 per departing 
passenger (towards facilitation component) remains unchanged. 

13.1%based on 10 year national average for Domestic Passenger Traffic 

passenger and ~TM 

. I 
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(c) Current UDF: The current UDF net of Service Tax @ Rs. 340/- for domestic 
passenger and @ Rs.907/- for international passengers has been taken by HIAL 
for calculations/estimates up to 31.10.2010. The revised UDF is assumed to be 
applicable from ist November 2010 and upto 31st March 2013. 

(d) Cargo: Revenue share from the Cargo has been considered as aeronautical 
revenue. 

(e) Ground Handling: Revenue share has been considered as aeronautical 
revenue. 

(t)	 Common Infrastructure Charges: Rs. 70 domestic with PBB, Rs. 48 
Domestic without PBB, Rs. 110 International per departing pax as aeronautical 
.charge, remains unchanged, . 

\ . 

(h) Dividend - As indicated in para 6.5 (viii) above, HIAL has stated that the 
dividend should not be included in tariff calculation and has submitted an 
extract of an Order passed by WDSAT to support the same. While giving the 
extract from the TDSATO\rder, HIAu has not provided the citation thereof. The 
Authority is informed that tHe is ~ue of computation of gross revenue as well as 
adjusted gross revenue has been deliberated upon by TDSAT in more than one 
judgement. For example, in the judgement given on 26th August, 2008 (Petition 
No. 129(c) of 2007) in the case of Tata Sky Ltd. Vs Government of India and 
TRAI), TDSAT has dealt with the issue of income arising from activities other 
than those for which a particular licence was granted under Section 4 of Indian 
Telegraph Act. Based on the power derived by the Government .of India to grant 
a particular licence (Telecom or DTH), TDSAT had passed the relevant Order 
holding that the income from activities of licensee which are not part of the 
licensed activities cannot be included in gross income for purposes of 
calculating licence fee. It is thus clear that the ::rDSAT has held that the income 
generated o~t of non-licensed activities sHould not Be taken as part of the gross 
revenue as Government has privilege only over the licensed activities, in view of 
the provisions of the Section 4 of the Indian Telegraph Act. In the case of 
airports, however, the legislature has specifically provided that while 
determining the tariff for aeronautical services, "the revenue received from 
services other than aeronautical services" has to be taken into 
consideration. Since the UDF is being determined so as to ensure a fair return 
on RAB (after taking into consideration the revenue received from aeronautical 
and non-aeronautical services) , it would only be reasonable to include the 
dividend income in the revenues of HIAL. 

(i)	 Land Lease Rental from Hotel subsidiary - HIAL charges a lease rent @ 
Rs.35/- per square meter per month from the hotel subsidiary in respect of7.03 
acres of land. But this has not been included in the revenues by HIAL. It is 
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observed that while hotel asset has been excluded from the RAB the Authority 
has not taken a final view on the treatment to be given to the exclusion from 
RAB of such lands. Therefore, pending a decision of the Authority regarding 
final status of this land, the lease rental is being considered for UDF 
determination purposes. 

9-4.2 Non Aeronautical Revenue: 

(a) Retail-Considered, for the present, as per HIAL's submission which they have 
indicated as based on respective contracts 

(b) Duty Free-Concession for operating the Duty Free is managed by M/s.HDFR 
Limited (100% subsidiary of HIAD). Based on arrangement, the revenue share 
is considered by HIAL at 14% on Gross Sales for the first year (2010-11) and 
15% for second year and 16% of Gross Sales thereafter. This is being considered 
for the present. 

(c) Office Space- Considered as p,er·respective agreements as indicated in HIAL's 
submission, for the present. 

(d) Food & Beverage-Considered as ·per respective contracts as indicated in 
HIAL's submission, for tlie present" 

(e) Cargo Rentals- As indicated in HIAL's submission, Rs. 5.77 crores without 
any escalation has been considered as rental revenues based on signed 
agreement, for the present. 

(f)	 Ground Handling: Rental income considered as per HIAL's submission, for 
the present. 

(g) Fuel Infrastructure Recovery - has been considered as indicated in HIAL's 
submission at the prevailing rate without escalation, for the present. 

Considering that the current exercise is fon ad-hoc determination of the UDF, the 
assumptions and submissions made by HIAL in resp.ect of the non-aeronautical 
revenue at (a) to (g) above, are being accepted for the present. Further, since, the UDF 
is being determined on single till basis, tlie bifurcation of revenue streams into aero 
and non-aero does not impact the determination. 

9.5 Operating Cost: 

(a) Salaries: HIAL has stated that the real increase in salaries has been taken at 
6% pa and inflation @ 7.80% pa. However, as stated in para 6.5 (vii) above, the 
WPI increase has been subsequently corrected to 5.33%. HIAL has assumed an 
increase in manpower by 10% when the capacity reaches to 9 mppa. 
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For the present, a nominal escalation in salaries over WPI @ 3% and the 
additional manpower increase @ 10%for every 3 million increase in passengers 
has been assumed. 

.(b) Power Cost: HIAL has indicated that there is likely to be increase in power 
. cost by GoAP in year 2010-11. Thereafter, power cost has been assumed to 

increase by inflation of 5.33% pa, for the present. 

(c) Security Cost: As indicated in HIAL's submission, increase in manpower 
numbers by 5% has been considered for every increase in pax by 1.5 million. 
Real increase of 3% and inflationary increase of 5.33% as been taken for future 
years on manpower cost . 

(d) Consultancy Charges: As indicated in HIAL's submission, real increase in 
consultancy charges is taken as 3% pa and inflation of 5.33% pa. 

(e) Repair and Maintenance: .As indicated in HIAL's submission, after every 
increase in pax by 1.5 million, an increase of 5% is taken. In addition, an yearly 
increase of 8.30% pa is taken in costs. 

(f)	 Insurance Charges: .Insurance charges are increased by inflation of 
5.33%pa. 

(g) Rent & Rates Property Tax: Increase is taken by 5.33%pa. 

Projections in respect of operating cost are being accepted for the present (with 
changes indicated above) subject to detailed assessment at the final determination 
stage. 

10. Tosummarise: 

(i)	 No year on year increase in LPH charges is being considered. However, 
additional revenue on account of reduced discounts has been considered. 

(ii) The assumptions and submissions made by HIAL in respect of the Non
Aeronautical Revenue streams have been broadly accepted, for the present. 

(iii) All interest and dividend income from subsidiaries and other investments 
have been considered as revenues. 

(iv) Rental income from hotel land has also been considered. 

11. As indicated in para 2.1 above, as per the CA, the HIAL will be allowed to levy 
UDF w.e.f. airport opening date, duly increased in the subsequent years with inflation 
index. In a communication dated 21.09.2010, HIAL have confirmed that they have 
made the application «for enhancement of UDF keeping in view the provisions of 
AERA Act and also considering clause 10.2.4 of the GHIAL concession agreement 
wherein we seek AERA's approval on UDF as per framed regulations. As AERA's 
final tariff regulations are not yet in place, we have sought an appropriate ad hoc 
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determination from AERA. For the purpose of this adhoc UDF determination we 
have not factored an inflation index on UDF(Schedule 6 ofCA). " It is observed that: 

(i) The determination of UDF is being made on the economic justification 
basis. 

(ii) The operating expenditure of HIAL has been duly indexed for inflation in 
this determination. 

(iii) A fair return is being ensured even for the previous period, i.e., for 2008-09, 
2009-10 and 2010-11 (upto 31.10.2010), while determining the revised rate 
w.e.f 01.11.2010. 

12. Keeping in view the position explained above the proposal for revision of UDF, 
w.e.f 01.11.2010, was reworked and the following options emerged: , .< 

Option 
No. 

HIAL -
applicable 
departing 

Domestic 
(Rs.) 

I 400 
II 420 
III 440 
IV 450 

UDF Calculations reworked (excluding 
taxes) - (Existing UDF @ RS.340/

' domestic ( p ax and RS.907/ departing 
International Pax) I fl. ._ 

Incremental International Incremental 
Domestic (Rs.) International 
(Rs.) (Rs.) 

60 1714 807 
80 1656 749 

100 1598 691 
110 1569 662 

13. UDF is considered a measure of revenue enhancement. From this perspective, 
the UDF rate was worked out based on the five year details submitted (for FY 2008-09 
to 2012-13) by HIAL, recognizing the fact that the UDF rate would have to be finalized 
at the tariff determination stage. 

14. The Authority in its Nineteenth Meeting (No. 13/2010-11) held on 23.09.2010 
considered the proposal of revision of UDF at Hyderabad Airport and proposed that 
the rate of UDF may be revised w.eJ 01.11.2010, purely on ad-hoc basis, @ RS-42o/
per embarking domestic passenger and @Rs.16S6/- per embarking International 
passenger, exclusive of service tax, based on the figures for the period 2008-09 to 
2012-13, subject to stakeholder consultation. 

15. A Consultation Paper No.07/2010-11, placing the proposal in para 14 above for 
stakeholder consultation, was issued on 23.09.2010 with the last date for submission 
of comments by 07.10.2010. A stakeholders' consultation meeting was also held at 
Hotel Novotel, Hyderabad, Shamshabad on 29.09.2010. Minutes of the meeting were 
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uploaded on the website of the Authority on 01.10.2010. Minutes of the meeting are 
placed at Annexure-I. 

16.1 Comments on the Consultation Paper No.07/2010-11 were received from the 
following stakeholders: 

(i)	 Central Government (Ministry of Civil Aviation) (No.AV/20036/028/2004
AAI (Vol.IV) dated 12.10.2010 

(ii)	 Bengaluru International Airport Ltd. (letter No.Nil dated 07.10.2010) 

(iii)	 Mumbai International Airport (P) Ltd. (letter No.MIAL/PR/172 dated 
07.10.2010) 

•(iv)	 GMR Hyderabad International Airport Ltd. (letter No.Nil dated 05.10.2010) 

(v)	 Association of Private Airport Operators (letter No.APAO/CP-07-2010
l1/UDF/GHIAL dated 07.10.2010) 

(vi)	 International Air Transport Association (letter No.Nil dated 07.10.2010) 

(vii)	 Federation of Indian Chambers-of Commerce & Industry (email dated 
07·10.2010) 

(viii)	 Embraer Asia Pacific PYi. Ltd. (letter No.Nil dated 07.10.2010) 

(ix)	 Shri Satish - Juniper (email dated 27.09.2010) 

The comments received from the sthkeholders were uploaded on the Authority's 
website on 13th October 2010 vide Public Notice No. 09/2010-11 with a request that 
any stakeholder desirous of making any comments/ submissions in respect of the 
stakeholder's comments may do so by 20.10.2010. 

16.2 The comments of Federation of Andhra Pradesh Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry, submitted vide their letter no. FAPCC/President/2010-11/781 dated 
07.10.2010 inadvertently remained to be uRloaded. Further, NACIL furnished their 
comments on Consultation Paper No.07/2010-11 vide its letter no. Nil dated 
19.10.2010. The .A.PAJD, vide email on 21.10.2010, submitted their comments in respect 
of stakeholders comments uploaded vide Public Notice No.09/2010-11. 

17.1 The comments received from the stakeHolders have been examined. The 
stakeholders have broatlly commented on the following issues: 

(i)	 Issue of Till 

(ii)	 Classification of revenues and adherence to the Concession Agreements 

(iii)	 Cost Of equity 

(iv)	 Traffic Forecast 

(v)	 Central Government's views on discount & landing charges for less than 80 
seater aircrafts 

(vi)	 Treatment of Dividend income / Real Estate Income 
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(vii) Keeping Hotel out of Regulatory Base 

(viii) Lease rentals from Hotel 

(ix) Retroactive consideration of HIAL's financial performance 

17.2 For ease of reference and understanding, the stakeholder comments have been 
tabulated. These comments and point wise comments/position of the Authority 
thereupon are placed at Annexure-II. These may be read as part of this Order. 

17.3 It is clarified that the Comments/ position of the Authority as at Annexure II 
are made with reference to the present proposal only. 

(i) Change in the Operating Cost base from 2009-10 (taken by the Authority) to 
2010-11 (as per HIAL filing) 

(ii)	 Exclusion of Interest on amount recoverable from the Hotel subsidiary 

(iii)	 Advertisement revenue taken erroneously as also inclusion of income in 
form of non-refundable deposits hot furnished in their earlier submission. 

(iv)	 Double counting of dividend income 

(v)	 Accounting of Aero Express Bus Service for the year 2008-09 as the same 
was hived off as a separate JV w.e.f 01.04.2009 

(vi)	 Unidentified difference in landing and parking charges estimated by the 
Authority 

(vii)	 Ground handling area and escalation of ground handling rent to be 
corrected. 

HIAL has submitted that tRecumulative impact of the above corrections is Rs.621/
per international passenger. (Reeping the domestic UDF constant at Rs-42o/-). HIAL 
has revised the workSheets accordingly wherein the HDE works out to Rs-42o/- per 
domestic passenger and Rs.2849/.-per international passenger (excluding taxes) with a 
request to approve the UDF rates on ad-hoc oasis :w.eJ 01.11.2010. 

18.2 The detailed comments of toe Authority on the issues raised by HIAL (as 
indicated in para 18.1 above) are given in Annexure-II. Broadly, it is the Authority's 
understanding that the aforesaid differences are arising mainly as HIAL is taking 
2010-11 estimates as firm figures. It is reiterated that the figures of 2010-11 are only 
estimates and therefore, Authority proposes to continue with its approach of taking 
actuals of 2009-10 to estimate the figures in respect of 2010-11 and 2011-12 and 2012
13. After reconciliation the UDF rate has been worked out as Rs-430/- per domestic 
passenger and Rs.1700/- per international passenger, exclusive of service tax, on an 
ad-hoc basis w.e.f, 01.11.2010 (details at Annexure III). Authority is conscious that 
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on a detailed assessment, including a bottoms up analysis of all revenues and 
expenditures, the UDF rates presently determined may need to be altered. This 
exercise will be undertaken at the final determination stage . 

19. Having perused the records and upon due consideration of all facts, 
circumstances and submissions made by the stakeholders, the Authority passes the 
following Order. 

ORDER: 

r 

By the Order ofand in the 
N arne of the Authority 

eep Prakash) 
Secretary 

Hyderabad International Airport Pvt. Ltd., 
GMR HIAL Airport Office 
Shamshabad, 
Hyderabad - 500 409 
(Through: Shri Kiran Kumar Grandhi, Managing Director) 
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F. No. AERA/20010/HIAL-UDF/2009-10/Vol-II 
Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India 

******* 

Minutes of Stakeholder Consultation Meeting held on 29.09.2010 

A stakeholder consultation meeting was convened by the Authority on 
29.09.2010 at 1100 hrs, at Novotel Hotel, RGI Airport, Shamshabad, Hyderabad to elicit 
the views of the stakeholders on the Consultation Paper No 07/2010-11 issued by the 
Authority setting out its proposed decision in respect of the proposal of GMR 
Hyderabad International Airport B-imited (HIAL)to revise the UDF rate at Rajiv Gandhi 
International Airport, Shamshabad. The list of participants is atAnnexure-I. 

2. Chairperson, AERAwelcomed the participants. Touching briefly on the proposal 
submitted by HIAL, Chairperson stated that HIAL had made a request for revising the 
UDF rates being levied at their airport from the existing rate of Rs.340/- per departing 
domestic passenger and Rs. 907/- per departing International passenger to Rs.500/
per departing domestic passenger and Rs. 2987/- per departing International passenger 
w.e.f 01.11.2010 (single till, in accordance with the position taken by the Authority in the 
Consultation paper, which is under discussion). The Authority, while examining the 
proposal made three major changes in the assumptions made by HIAL, Le., in respect of 
the traffic forecast, cost of equity and WPI. Based on the above, the proposal was 
reworked and four options emerged. The Autnority, on balance, is minded to approve 
the option II Le., RS-420j- per departing domestic passenger and Rs. 1656/- per 
departing International passenger (excluding serVice tax)'w.eJ 01.11.2010. Chairperson 
also clarified that this revision is proposed based on the figures for 5 years, i.e., 2008
09, 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13. Tne closing year has been inadvertently 
mentioned as 2013-14 in tlie Consultation Paper, which may be corrected and read as 
2012-13. 

3.1 Shri Sidharath Kapur, CFO-Airports, GMR Group made a presentation, inter
alia, highlighting the significant milestones achieved by the airport since its inception to 
its commissioning, the infrastructure created, benefits it has provided to the airlines and 
the passengers, positive passenger feedback and the socio-economic benefits it has 
delivered to the State of Andhra Pradesh. 



finalizing the levy of UDF. The points of variance highlighted during the presentation 
are as follows: 

(a) The operating cost numbers as projected by the Authority seem to be based on 
2009-10 numbers. However in HlAL's filing they had taken 2010-11 as the base 
because: 

- The forecasted operating expenses of 2010-11 filed by HIAL are based on 
annual budgets prepared by the company and approved by board. 

- The 2009-10 operating I exp-enses relate to a period wherein most of the 
equipment were under warran!y/defect liability period and as such do not 
reflect the trend going forwara. The operating costs in 2010-11 are higher 
due to expiry of. Clefect liability period. 

- Landside security related expense which were earlier part of PSF (SC) have 
become part of costs of HIAL in 2010-11. This is as per the latest guidelines 
of Ministry of Civil Aviation. 

(b) Authority has assumed interest income on the amount receivable from the Hotel 
JV (Loan). It has been considered from the effective date of hive off i.e. ist April 
2009 till March 2011. However this is not a correct treatment as Hotel assets are 
not part of RAB in HIAL's UDF filing and also in the Authority's computations.

I	 . 

(c) Advertisement Revenue taken by Authority is based on	 earlier submission to 
AERA(Jan'201O). However in HIAL's current filing in August 2010, the numbers 
were amended and submitted based on renegotiated contract, which has not been 
considered. 

(d) Double Counting of Dividend Income: In HIAL's submission (hard copy) dated 
rSth August 2010, Dividend Income was included in the revenues. However in 
HIAL's"explanation dated 13th September 2010, HIAL had clarified about non 
inclusion of the dividend income in the filing (revised excel sheet was furnished 
which has not been taken on board). The Authority appears to have added 
dividend income again in earlier excel working sheet. This misunderstanding has 
resulted in double counting of dividend income. 

(e) The AERO EXPRESS Bus service: Revenues and expenses of the AERO Express 
appear to have been excluded from the audited financials of 2008-09. The AERO 
Express was hived off as a separate JV w.e.f ist April 2009. As such the income 
and expenses of the same for the year 2008-09 need to be considered for UDF 
calculation. 

(f)	 There is an unidentified significant difference in Landing and Parking charges 
estimated by the Authority and the same needs to be identified and corrected. 

(g) The Ground Handling area taken by the Authority is from HIAL's earlier January 
filing. However in the current filing in Sept 2010, the revenues are less as 
significant area was surrendered by Ground Handlers. Also the escalation in 
ground handling rent has to be at the rate of 5% instead of 10%. 
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3.3 Shri Sidharath Kapur stated that if the above submissions/amendments were to 
be made, the same would result in a further increase of Rs.700/- in the revised 
(proposed) International UDF rate (keeping the domestic UDF rate same as Rs.42o/-) 
in the UDF rate proposed by the Authority. 

3.4 Shri Sidharath Kapur stated that HIAL was granted inadequate interim UDF at 
the opening of the airport, which has resulted in a loss of Rs.120 crores in 2008-09 and 
Rs 109 crores in 2009-10 (as per audited accounts). There was a severe downturn in 
economy resulting in dip in air traffic SInce start of airport operations at HIAL and the 
airport is financially bleeding due to continuous losses. He stated that as on March 
2010, accumulated losses aggregated RS. 294 crores against equity and reserves of 
Rs-485 crores indicating erosion of net worth by more than 50%. Hence debt servicing 
will be impacted at present levels of UDF leading to defaults and consequential 
collateral damage . However, despite incurring these losses, HIAL did not compromise 
on meeting its performance standartls and enhancing infrastructure to the benefit of 
airlines and passengers. He stressed that in order to enable HIAL to continue to 
maintain globally benchmarked performance standards enhancement of UDF is critical. 
Since financial and operational viaoi1itY of the airport needs to be ensured which is an 
enshrined objective of AERl\. unner its guiding legislation, he requested the Authority 
and stakeholders to consider the request made by HIAL for revision in the UDF rates 
favourably. 

3.5 Shri Sidharath Kapur further stated that the current filing by HIAL is 'adhoc' in 
nature pending finalization of regulatory principles by the Authority. Hence their 
submission on any issue or principle in this filing may not be regarded as a suggestion or 
a recommendation towards the final regulatory principles. He also stated that the HIAL 
shall be submitting a detailed reply to the Consultation Paper before the due date. 

4. Chairperson, AERA clarified that that the difference in the UDF rates arrived at 
by HIAL and the Authority is on account of the three major changes made to the 
parameters relating to traffic forecast, cost of equity and WPI adopted by HIAL. The 
traffic projections made by HIAL are based on a study made by the Madras School of 
Economics. The Authority had observed that the detailed assumptions and specifically 
the independent variables were not available and that the forecast made for the current 
year 2010-11 did not matcH with the actual traffic witnessed till now. Hence, the 
Authority adopted the 10 year national average rates for passenger, ATM and cargo 
movements. Further, HIAL had proposed 24% as cost of equity whereas the Authority 
has taken 18.33% as cost of equity based on the State Support Agreement between HIAL 
and Government of Andhra Pradesh. In any case, the Authority would verify the 
submissions of HIAL. Any errors or omissions would be taken on board and a further 
revision in the proposed revised UDF rates, if required, would be considered while 
finally deciding the present proposal. Chairperson also requested the stakeholders to 
apprise the Authority specifically about their views on fair rate of return on equity and 
the traffic forecasts. 



date ie., 07.10.2010. However, she stated that while the revised UDF rates may improve 
the viability of the airport, any increase may discourage the air passengers, which could 
eventually lead to drop in traffic growth. 

5.2 The representative of Jet Airways stated that RGI Airport provides good 
infrastructure. However, as the market is just picking up after a severe downturn, HIAL 
should not insist on higher charges. 

5.3 FIA representative ShrLUjjwal Dey, :while appreciating the infrastructure at the 
new airport, stated that any, increase in UDF may lead to a dip in the passenger traffic 
affecting both the airlines ana. tlie airports. He also stated that the equity return for 
airlines is considerably lower and in a case where passenger traffic drops due to increase 
in passenger related charges the casll flows of the airlines would be adversely impacted. 
Further, which determining the bertclimark rate for RoE, the Authority should take into 
consideration the fact that the airport operators get significant revenues from non-aero 
services where returns jmargins are,much higher than the returns available from aero 
services. 

5.4 Representative of Blue Dart AViation, Ms.Tulsi Mirchandaney, commended HIAL 
for setting up a world class infrastructure and facilities. She stated that an airport 
should operate on spirit of inclusion viz. it should give equal weightage to the 
passengers and the cargo. Unfortunately, cargo services are not being given due 
consideration. Ms.Mirchandaney opined that the Authority should have decided on the 
discount being offered by HIAL while computing the UDF rates. By her view, the 10% 

year on year escalation in LPH charges was not justified as WPI was much lower. 

5.5 Shri.K'Damodharan, Advisor, Regulatory Affairs, Association of Private Airport 
Operators Association (APAO), appreciated the excellent infrastructure and initiatives 
taken by the airport. He felt that the airport needs to be remunerated with a reasonable 
return in order to ensure that it continues to maintain globally benchmarked 
performance standards. In his view, the cost of equity of 24% proposed by HIAL was 
reasonable. 

5.6 The representative of KingfisHer airlines commended the world class 
infrastructure provided at the Hyderabad airp.ort. However, in his view, any increase in 
UDF is likely to adversely impact the air traffic which has just started picking up. 

5.7 The representative of Indigo airlines supported the views expressed by FlA. 

5.8 Mr.Paul Smith, CEO, Hyderabad Menzies Air Cargo Pvt.Ltd., stated that the 
return of 18.33% proposed by the Authority in arriving at the UDF rate revision is 
insufficient. He opined that there is a lumpy investment and high risk in an airport 
business. Upon specific query from the Chairperson about what rate of return would be 
considered by him as fair he stated that a project return (return on investment) of 20

24% should be considered. The Chairperson, at this juncture stated that this would 
translate into a return on eq~~(R~). of 30% to 38% based on a debt equity ratio of 
50:50. Mr.Smith stated that t!Wl ~r 1:fel~l\e ct and fair. 
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5.9 The representatives of FIEO, FICCI and FAPCCI stated that their detailed 
comments would be furnished within the deadline set by the Authority. 

5.10 Member (Finance), AAI stated that this being an 'ad-hoc' UDF determination, 
HIAL should not withdraw the exemption on landing charges for less than 80 seater 
aircrafts nor should the discount rate on LPH charges (for domestic landing) be revised 
from 15% to 2%, at this stage. Furtlier, oy way of levy of direct passenger charges such as 
UDF, a part of the risk on account ofair traffic is being directly passed on to the airport 
operator. 

5.11 Shri. Ajay Mishra , Principal Secretary (1&1), representing the State Government 
of Andhra Pradesh, stated that the on the issue of return on equity, the State stands by 
what has been provided in the State Support Agreement, i.e., 18.33%. Further, while the 
view point of airlines is understandable, the State Government broadly supports higher 
UDF to ensure viability of the world class infrastructure created at the Hyderabad 
airport. 

I 

5.12 Shri Oma Nand, Under Secretary, representing the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
stated that the approach suggested by the Authority for economic regulation of airport, 
specifically the issue of "regulatory till", is under active consideration of the Central 
Government for giving its views. Pending the same, the Central Government would 
request the Authority to decide the subject proposal, purely on an ad-hoc basis. Further, 
the Ministry would give its views on the withdrawal of exemption to less than 80 seater 
aircrafts and the reduction of discount from 15% to 2% proposed by HIAL in its written 
submissions. 

5.13 Representative of ASSOCHAM stated that the HIAL deserves good return on 
investment as it has created world class facilities. 

5.14 Shri Kinin Kumar Grandhi, Managing Director, HIAL stated that the airport had 
been set up only after commitments made by the State Government and the Central 
Government. He mentioned that at the development stage the traffic was robust and the 
planning and designing of the airport was altered twice to cater to then expected higher 
traffic. However, after it's commissioning the passenger traffic dipped sharply. The 
passenger traffic at the new airport is likely to be 7 million in the current year, Le., 2010
11 which was the closing traffic of the Begumpet airport in March,2008. The airport was 
granted an inadequate UDF as a result of which it has incurred losses in the last two 
years. Though the airport has taken steps to maximize its revenues and reduce its costs, 
in order to enable HIAL to continue to maintain globally benchmarked performance 
standards enhancement of UDF is critical at this stage. Accordingly, Shri Kiran 
requested the support of all the stakeholders. 



on year increase in LPH charges as it would amount to tariff determination. He also 
pointed out that: 

(i) As per present practice, the aircraft with less than 80 seats are fully exempted 
from payment of landing charges, even though the landing charge is leviable 
according to weight based rate. Therefore, the proposal to withdraw the 
exemption and levy a charge of Rs. 4000/- per landing is in effect reduction in 
100% discount (or exemption) to the level proposed. In so far as the proposed 
fixed rate of Rs. 40007- is within the weight based rates, the withdrawal of 
exemption is a purely commerCial decision of the airport operator. 

The Authority is minded to adopt a price cap approach to the airport charges on 
passenger yield basis. The discounts offered by the airport operator are within the yield 
(so decided by the Authority) and result in returns (i.e., return to the airport operator) 
lower than those decided by the ~Authority. In this view of the matter, the Authority is of 
the opinion that it would not like to interfere with such commercial decisions of the 
operator in so far as the operator maintains the integrity of the cap. The Secretary also 
pointed out that, in the present case, if the reduced discounts are not taken into account, 
the UDF would have to be revised upwards further. 

6.2 Secretary also requested the stakeholders to furnish their views on what should 
be the correlation between the airline related charges (landing, parking etc) and 
passenger related charges (UDF, DF, PSF) as also distribution of UDF levy between the 
domestic and international passengers. 

7. In his concluding remarks; Ghairperson, A:ER'A thanked all stakeholders for their 
active participation and rel=Juested them to furnish their comments / views on the 
Consultation Paper By 07.10.2010 so as to ensure the revision of UDF takes effect from 
01.11.2010. Any further delay! in 'the process would affect the viability of the airport and 
also increase the incidence of tile levy on tile passengers. 
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Annexure-I 

1:tDA-n~-rList ofParticipants:
 

Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India
 

in Chair 

6. Shri Ajay Mishra, IAS 

Ministry of Civil Aviation 

7. Shri Oma Nand, Under Secretary 

Airports Authority of India 

8. Shri S.C. Chhatwal, Member (Finance) 

GMR Hyderabad International Airport Ltd 

9. Shri Kiran Kumar Grandhi, Managing Director, RIAL 
10. Shri Sidharath Kapur, CFO Airports, GMR Group 
11. Shri K. Narayan Rao, Director 
12. Shri G.R.K. Bafiu, CFO RIAL 
13. Shri Madliukar Dodrajaka, AGM 
14. Shri Ankur Sethia, AGM 

15. Mrs. Vineeta Bhandari, ED (I) 
16. Shri K.S. Reddy 

Jet Airways 

17. Shri Gautam Acharya, General Manager 
18. Shri U. Shenoy, General Manager 
19. Roopali, Duty Manager 

InterGlobe Aviation Limited (Indigo) 
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21. Shri Tarajit Singh, Manager (Customer Relations) 

Kingfisher Airlines 

22. Shri Salim Chaudhary, Airport manager 
23. Bala PS, Finance Manager 

Hyderabad Menzies Air Cargo Pvt. Ltd 

24. Shri. Paul Smith, CEO
 
25. Shri Prashant Nimgade, VP Finance
 
26.Shri M.Balasubramanyam, Head Operations
 

Association of Private Airport Operators (APAO) 
, 

27. Dr. K,V. Damodharan, Advisor - Regulatory Affairs 

Blue Dart Aviation Ltd 

28.Ms. Tulsi Nowlakha Mirchandaney, Managing Director
 
29.Shri P.K, Srichandan
 

Federation of Indian Airlines (FIA) 

30.Shri Ujjwal Dey, Sr. Executive Officer 

Federation of Indian Chambers ofCommerce and Industry (FICCn 

31. Shri Akhilesh Maharkar, Director - AP State Cou~cil 

32. Shri Shekhar Aggarwal, President 

33. Shri Dhanajay Sharma, AD 
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ANNEXURE II 

PROPOSAL OF REVISION OF UDF AT RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT BY GMR HYDERABAD
 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LTD. COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS IN RESPONSE TO
 

CONSULTATION PAPER NO.7/2010-11 DATED 23.09.2010.
 

Comments given by StakeholderS. Name ofthe Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No Stakeholder 
1 Central 

Government 
(Ministry of 
Civil Aviation) 

(1) The Ministry is .*eady seized of the larger issue 
of deciding the .r~gulatory till 1 framework. The 
views of the MiniStnr would be conveyed to AERAon 
finalization of th e-'"iSsl1'e. 

.'" 
(2) Tlle 

k 
MinistIi " had issued orders regarding 

exemption to.;;mall '1irctaft (less than 80 seats) froni 
landing, . h6using;-et~. and discounted rates for 
making:;'pas;nent by..... the airline operators. These 

, instructions are ~pp]j.cable universally to all airport 
operators and tinkering with these instructions in 
respect of one ai"iport would lead to discrimination 
and open a pandora's box. As such, the Ministry is 
examining these issues separately and would convey 
its views to AERAin due course . 

(3) AERAshould take into consideration the views of 
the Ministry, as mentioned above, while determining 
the UDF for Rajiv Gandhi International Airport at 
Hyderabad. 

(1) The Authority had issued a Consultation Paper 
No. 03/2009-10 on 26.02.2010 indicating therein 
the positions/ approach proposed to be taken by it, 
inter-alia, in respect of economic regulation of major 
airports. The issue of regulatory till was specifically 
highlighted therein. Ministry of Civil Aviation had 

(2) As indicatedin.pcu:ap(iii) and (iv) of the Order, 

:before July, 20 io:~Tliel'e'has been correspondence as 
~ell -~s.-disc'Ussi6ns~ 1>e"tWeen 
Aut!iO'rl!y_th~reaf1e1.-~li~
stillawaited. 

indicated that it wouldfurnish its views in the matter 

the Ministry and the 
vi:ews of the Ministry are 

the .Authority is ofi fhe view that provision of 
discount, within the rates approved by the regulator, 
is a purely commercial decision of the airport 
operator and the Authority, therefore, does not wish 
to be a party to such a decision. In other words, the 
Authority while estimating the revenues for the 
relevant airport operator would adopt the approved 
rates as such (as has been done in the present case) 
and not the approved rates net of discount. 

(3) The Ministry has referred to the issue of 
regulatory till and the discounts offered by the 
airport operators as at (1) and (2) above, without 
presently indicating its views on both the issues. 
Further, the present proposal is only for revision of 
UDF and that too purelv on an ad-hoc basis. 



S. Name ofthe Comments given by Stakeholder Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No Stakeholder 

Therefore, it is understood that the Ministry expects 
the Authority to take on board its views on the issues 
highlighted by it, as and when finalized and indicated 
to the Authority, and not at the present stage of 
purely ad hoc determination. 

2. Bangalore (1) The Authority':should adopt a more non (1) HIAL has proposed the revision of UDF on single 
International discretionary approach while determining adhoc till basis, subject to its position that the matter of 
Airport UDF applications-rather than adopting unilateral regulatory till should be finalized on a dual 
Limited (BIAL) approach of 'Single Till'. till/hybrid till basis in respect of Hyderabad airport. 

HIAL itself having submitted the proposal on single 
till basis, the averments of BIAL that the Authority 
has adopted a discretionary or unilateral approach 
appears to b~=divbidi-otfuerit . Secondly, the position 
of the Auth~ri!y.... regards adopting single till was 
arrived "'"at · ~¥t~'::" wige _consultations and giving 
reasQns;for:the s~~"'I,vide~ <;onsultation Paper of 26th 

February.rzoro..c::: OiA~ t!iis ground also, it cannot be 
said thaf-the'decision Mthe Authority regards single 
till has been discreti6n?uy or unilateral. 

(2) BIAL has conf,ernp over the scope of regulatory (2) As per article 10.2.1. of the Concession 
framework and its'likelyimpact on the contracts that Agreement entered into between the Central 
have already been-:'entered into with the service Government and HIAL, airport charges specified in 
providers. Citing the provisions in the extant Schedule 6 (regulated charges) shall be consistent 
agreements, viz the Concession Agreement and the with lCAO policies. UDF is one of the regulated 
State Support Agreements , BIAL states that these charges mentioned in the said Schedule 6. Therefore, 
signal the intent of the Government for a only requirement of the Concession Agreement is 
fundamental separation .of aero and non-aero that the determination of UDF should be consistent 
revenues and have submitted that any approach of with the lCAO policies. It is Authority's considered 
considering single till position will be in view that the single till approach is totally consistent 
disagreement with Concession Agreement. with the lCAO policies. Therefore, the position that 

the single till position will be in disagreement with 
Concession Agreement is incorrect and unacceptable. 
In anv case, the Authoritv has already indicated that 
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it will consider the effect of concession agreements at 
the stage of tariff determination. 

(3) The Authority must ensure that all agreements 
including the concession agreements, state support 
agreements etc entered between the airports and the 
stakeholders should-ibe considered grandfathered 
and these agreements should not be respected only 
in the first review period, but for the entire tenure of 
the agreement. _ . 

(3)Comments at s1.3(1) below may be seen. For the 
reasons mentioned therein the Authority is of the 
opinion that the provisions of concession agreements 
with the Central Government are relevant for 
determination of UDF. In accordance with position 
stated at (2) above, the Authority would take a final 
view in the matter at the stage of final determination. 
However, there is nq.r~quirement for the Authority, 
statutory or otherwise~ to_consider agreements other 
than the _conc~sio n"t: agreements with the Central 
Governrnent'=,fol .:tb.-e_pUJPoses of determination of 
Tariff orUDF. 

(4) The Authority.should consider appropriate cost (4) As stated in para 9.2 of the Order, HIAL is not a.3''' ~ ....,. ~ 

of equity considering the severities of Indian Airports 
as well as -many addi.tional risks ·specific to Indian 
aviation I 'market with more clarity rather than 
adoptinga lowerj~~ of 18.33% as provided in the 
state support agreement. 

listed company. "Therefore, beta in case of HIAL is 
not readily available~or can it be easily determined. 
In these circumstances, Authority has proposed to 
adopt a equity rate of return of 18.33% assured to 
HIAL in terms of clause 2.3(b) of the State Support 
Agreement entered between the Government of 
Andhra Pradesh and HIAL. In this regard, following 
position also needs to be highlighted: 
(i) Jacob Consultancy has proposed a post tax cost of 
equity of 24.12% (on standardized DIE value) for 
.HIAL on the basis of nominal risk free rate of 7.7%, 
equity beta of 1.5 and market risk premium of 11%. 
On the other hand the cost of equity on current DIE 
value has been estimated as 37.8% with equity beta 
of 2.74. 
(li) As per a report dated 26.11.2007 of Meryll 
Lvnch, the equity beta for RIAL was estimated to be 
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1.0. With risk free rate of 8% and equity risk 
premium of 5.5%, Meryll Lynch had estitnated the 
cost of equity in respect of HIAL to be 13.5%. It 
would be relevant to note here that this report was 
prepared when the Hyderabad airport project was 
'under implementation when the risk perception 
would have been higher than the risk perception 
after the airport has been operationliazed. 
(iii) As per the Monthly Review (October 2010) of 
Indian Industry prepared by the Centre for 
Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), the equity 
betas of three listed ~lines , namely, Jet Airways 
(India), Spicejet jand -Kingfisher Airlines were 1.33, 
1.'53 andei.7~1, -re§pectively. It is commonly accepted 
tliat the _be!~ ..9f ~rline~-is higher than that of the 
airports. 
(iv), Risk::srel,at~""'to ..the possibility that expected 
returns may riot Jictu1illy-materialize. In the present 
case : (a) l"·p~uant · to the opening of the new 
Hyderabad airport; the old airport at Begumpet has 
been closed. (b) The -company has been assured a 
levy of user development fee on the date of opening 
of the airport. This assurance has been implemented 
by the Government of India. Further, the Authority 
is revising the UDP (approved by the Government) 
to ensure fair rate of return to HIAL. While doing so ' 
the Authority is also taking into consideration the 
losses suffered by the company in two previous 
financial years, i.e., 2008-09 and 2009-10 despite 
levy of UDF. In other words, by way of levy of UDF, 
a fair return on capital is being,assured to HIAL. 

Keeping in view the above, it would appear that the 
request for higher cost of equity for HIAL, 
considering the "severities of Indian airports as well 
as additional risks specific to Indian aviation market" 
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may not be justified and the risks , if any, are at least ..
being over stated. However, the Authority is not yet 
in a position to take a final view in the matter and 
therefore considers it appropriate to adopt the rate 
assured in the SSA by the Government of Andhra 
Pradesh. 

(5) The Authority-must consider the
 
consultaft.!.::r~ports~d recommendations on traffic
 
forecasts .as these-reports are done independently
 
and ar~su:PPorte~ ·by' historical data and current &
 
future trends
 

independent 

(6) The':,Authority\shoul'd take out real estate income-: .:(6rThe AuthOHty'S?position in respect of regulatory 
and dividena.. in:'co m~ 1from the purview of the till till has been spelt blif clearly in the Consultation 
approach-ai d' the provisions of the AERAAct should Paper NO.3 of 2009-10 dated 26.02 .2010. Authority 
not be p iiiisinterP~,eted as being in favour of Single is of a considered view that single till is the most 
Till. Further, as-pelICAO policies it is appropriate appropriate position for regulation of Indian 
for airport to retam=uon-aeronautical revenues and airports. This view of the Authority is in consonance 
Single Till can be contrary to the objective of cost with the provisions made in section 13(1)(a) of the 
relatedness and user pays principle. AERA Act wherein it has been provided that while 

determining the tariff for aeronautical services, "(v) 
the revenue received from services other than 
aeronautical services" has to be taken into 
consideration. The pure dual till approach which 
does not take non aeronautical revenue into 
consideration, while determining the tariff for 
aeronautical services appears to be, therefore, 
statutorily ruled out. Further, it is also relevant to 
note that the auoted orovision was introduced in the 
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Act in response to the recommendations made by the 
Department Related Standing Parliamentary 
Committee (133rd Report). Further, if the intention 
of the legislature would have been for the regulator 
to consider only part of the non aeronautical revenue 
while determining the tariff for aeronautical services 
(as is the case under hybrid till based regulation) the 
aforesaid provisions could have been worded as 
under: 
"(v) the revenue received from services other than 
aeronautical services or part thereof' 

In the circumstances: it appears that as per the 
provision .of;tlie~RA"Act, 2008, the dual till based 
reguIation - is ~ ~ruJ.ea "out and hybrid till based 
regulatioD;~~~"!l6fti}te.~dJ~d. It is also incorrect to 
state th,it;singleJill-i.s....contrary to the ICAO policies. 
In fact, the Auth,gr,i.ty;s reading of the ICAO guidance 
in the mitte~(~peci§.~y the position stated at page 
4"-15 oflCAO Doc·9S62/2) is that: 
(i) rCAO clearly recognizes that non aeronautical 
revenue are generated by the passengers. 
(ii) ICAO accepts contribution of non aeronautical 
revenue to defray the cost base for charges. 
(iii) ICAO prefers aeronautical charges to be lower 
for which there may be solid grounds to defray the 
charges through non aeronautical revenues. 

(7) AERA Act gives clear definition of aeronautical 
streams into Aero and Non-Aero - provisions of 
(7) Treatment and classification of various revenue 

services. As such these services will need to be 
concession agreements need to be respected by the treated as aeronautical services. As regards the 
Authority. classification of revenue generated by the services 

defined as aeronautical services under the AERAAct, 
prima facie, there is no warrant to consider such 
revenue as non aeronautical revenue on the basis of 
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alleged provisions of the Concession Agreements. It 
would also be relevant to state here that RIAL itself 
has proposed the exclusion of hotel asset from the 
RAE. However, the exclusion of the land underlying 
the same has not been proposed. Since the land 
remains in the RAE of RIAL, it is only reasonable to 
consider the income arising from such land in the 
revenue of HIAL. 

(1) The. Authority is required to determine UDFMumbai (1) The Authority is required to determine the rate of 
International 

3 
user development fee (UDF) in respect of majorunder Section 13-(U ·(6rof the AERAAct and there is 

no mention"of matters to be taken in to consideration airports in terms of Rowers conferred under sectionAirport Pvt. 
while determining ~tJDF unlike as specified in S 13 (i) 13(1)(b) of the~AERN"'Act read with rule 89 of theLtd (MIAL) 
(a) (i) to-(vii)J Therefore, MIALis of strong view that ' Aircraft ~Rules;:i937. '?-The'aforesaid provisions do not 
determinafioii oflJ.!J1F under section 13 should De lay,'doWn ~ggidapce~Qn .the factors which need to 
based on dual till.only. be taken-:inj:,~ ~id~5tio~ by the Authority while 

determiningjlie :r:ate....,lTh~refore , the Authority needs 
to take~iiit6 ~~ideratiort such factors as it may 
consid~F'reley~q~!due discharge of its powers. 
The Authoritjnas 'clea,Ely'indicated that it considers 
UDF to be a revenuetenhancing measure to ensure 
economic viability of the airport operations. The 
UDF rate has to be so determined so as to enhance 
the revenue to a level where the airport operators is 
able to obtain a fair return on the capital employed 
on weighted average cost of capital basis. The 
revenue enhancement is obviously over and above 
the revenue available to the airport through 
determination of tariffs in accordance with Section 
13 of the Act. One of the requirements thereof is to 
take into account the revenues from services other 
than aeronautical services. Therefore, in effect the 
determination of UDF is dependent on the 
determination of tariff for aeronautical services 
under section 13(1)(a). In view of this, the Authority 
is of the opinion that the factors listed under section 
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(2) MrAL~haS a .strOIig view on the classification of 
aeronautical-and non-aeronautical services listed "jjy 
HIAL as they find some of the services wrongly 
classified. 'Further, .wherever there is a differeilce tin 
the classification as per the AERA Act, 2008 ~ 

,~.... III -', 

Concession-,"Agreemeiits , the treatment thereof 
should...b'e.....such... as to put the airport operator 
economically at p¥ with provisions of the concession 
agreement. -

Comments / Position ofthe Authority 

13(1)(a) are relevant for the purposes of 
determination of UDP as well. However, this is not 
to say that for UDF determination these are the only 
factors which need to be taken into consideration. 
As stated in the stakeholder consultation meeting 
held at Hyderabad on 29.09.2010 factors such as 
correlation between the airline related charges and 
passenger related charges as also distribution of levy 
between the domestic and the international 
passengers etc. would also be relevant. In view of the 
above, the determination of UDF has to be made in 
line with the approach proposed in respect of 
determination of tariff for aeronautical services. 

(3) MIAL disagrees with the decision of the Authority 1 (3) Position as stated at s1. 2(4) above may be 
over the Cost of Equity, as it depends on risk profile referred. 
of each airport and it should be calculated after 
taking into consideration various risk factors. 

(4) The Tariff Forecast figures prepared by the (4) Position as stated at s1. 2(5) above may be 
Madras School Of Economics should not have been referred. Further, HIAL has even at this stage not 
rejected for want of assumptions and independent supplied the Authority the assumptions and 
variables and RIAL could have been asked to submit independent variables. 
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the same. 

(5) MIAL is not in agreement with the treatment of I (5) Position as stated at s1. 2(7) above may be 
land lease rental in the till and feels that the same referred. 
may need to be reviewed. 

(6)The Authorityrhas .reduced cost of overall debt by (6) The State of Andhra Pradesh has given an 
considering ~ ero" cost for the Interest Free Loan interest free loan of Rs. 315 crores to the RIAL. 
advanced by,.,.. the GOvernment of Andhra Pradesh, While calculating the cost of debt, Authority in line 
which virnially tantamounts to taking away the with its position that .it would defray actual cost of 
benefit given.to ~e·arrport by State Government. debt , has taken the -cost of interest free loan as zero. 

If rnstead. ofdiit~est frE?e,loan, this had been subsidy, 
RAB ~Wo uld have ~been""'reduced by this amount. It is 
thus inCOIT~c~t£say..tii..gt due to this, the benefit 
given by the..State' government has been taken away 
as the asseis~maderout""of:'the interest free loan are 
included-in =thi '$1it¥ai<~)l"y Asset Base (RAB) on 
which a return is being -allowed to the operator on 
WACCbasis. 

International (1) IATA agrees with the concept of a UDF but is (1) There is a merit in IATA's suggestion that the 4 
Air Transport opposed to a diffcienee in fees between domestic and difference in rate between domestic and 
Association international departing passengers that has been international departing passengers should be 
(IATA)  proposed. ICAO's Airport Economics Manual (Doc decided on a reasonable basis. The Authority had, on 

9562 Paragraphs 4.26 - 4.29) provides a reasonable its own, specifically placed this issue for stakeholder 
basis for allocation of costs between international comments in the stakeholder consultation meeting 
and domestic traffic that is based on space usage. It held on 29.09.2010 (para 6.2 of the minutes refer). 
has been urged that a similar basis that stands up to However, till date no other stakeholder has furnished 
scrutiny be used for determining the relative any views or suggestions in the matter. In the 
proportions of international and domestic UDF. circumstances, it is proposed to continue with the 

present position at this ad hoc determination stage. 
The Authority would take on board suggestions, 
which the stakeholders may give, at the time of final 
determination. 
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(2) IATAhave opposed the retroactive consideration (2) The Authority has already taken note of this view 
of HIAL's financial performance particularly for the and has considered the same while coming to its 
period before the Authority's regulatory powers were stated position. To reiterate UDF is a revenue 
notified. Since the Authority's regulatory powers only enhancing measure and the rate thereof is so 
started from September 2009, it would appear from determined so as to ensure the fair return to the 
a time jurisdiction standpoint that circumstances . airport operator on the RAE. Therefore, in a case 
before ...that should-rnot be included for economic where operator has not been able to obtain a fair 
regulation by the Authority and without that clear return on RAE and has in fact incurred losses 
time de~eation, the 'floodgates would be open for despite UDF, it is evident that UDF rate earlier 
airports to ....~ for considerations for as far back a determined was insufficient. In such a situation, it 
period as would work in their favour . would be reasonable"to..so revise the rate of UDF, ::. -_ ..... -..-. 

prospectivelyzsojthat tlie,operator is able to obtain at 
least:a miniIilUllf:~S11fed-return for the entire period 
under consideration. This view is also in consonance 
withs the abj ~ctives of the Authority to ensure 
Viability of' tht ,airPorts . Further, the approach 
adopted bi·th~ ;'¥thority would enable it to claw 
back any excessive'£'etU'rns which may have accrued 
to the airport operator-in the past due to the UDF. It 
would also be relevant to observe here that the 
existing UDF rates were approved by the Central 
Government in 2008. Present exercise has been 
necessitated as the rates so approved were found to 
be inadequate. 

(3) IATA has welcomed AERA's rejection of HIAL's (3) Noted.
 
assumption for a year-on-year 10% increase in
 
aeronautical charges and also agrees that UDF
 
should not be separately indexed for inflation.
 

(4) IATAfeels that the cost of equity of 18.33% used 1 (4) Comments at sl. 2(4) above may be referred. 
in the computation of WACC is on the high side and 
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that AERA would carry out a more detailed analysis
 
and make the necessary adjustment in the process of
 
tariff determination for the first regulatory cycle.
 
They also believe that assessment of WACC and the
 
associated parameters needs to be carried out
 
independently.
 

(5) IATA has stated-that the aspect of efficiency was I (5) Noted. 
clearly ::'<:>i:nitted -when assessing the escalation of 
operatinDosts and--trusts that under the 'CPI-X' 
regulation~the efficiency factor would be duly 
considered_whenl""detefm.ining the yield cap for tIle · 

I • 
first regulatory cycle. 

~ 

(6) A hotel s~ og.arrport land benefits from the COF~,
 
business ~ctiVities of the airport and therefor~shoula
 
not be ..s~lectively..:excluded from the scope' of the
 
RAE. -

Embraer Asia Private-Sector parrners that constitute GMR HIAL It appears that this observation has been made with 5· 
entered in to financial commitments to invest reference to reduction in discount offered by the 
billions of dollars-at The airport without either clarity airport operator on the landing charges on domestic 
or transparency regarding the charging mechanisms landings and the aircraft seating 80 or fewer 
it would subsequently be permitted to impose on passengers. The Authority's views in this regard are 
users. The proposed levy should be rejected simply stated at s1. 1(2) above. 
by virtue of its being devoid of any wide-spread 
public benefit, and more specifically, because its fails 
to consider whatsoever the impact of such an 
increase might have on India's myriad small airports. 

Pacific Pte Ltd 

Hyderabad (1) The Concession Agreement does not provide for I (1) HIAL has submitted the present proposal on a 
International single till basis and is based on an implied dual till. single till basis. The Authoritv welcomes HIAL's 
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Airport Pvt Ltd 
(HIAL) 

We are aware of AERA's predilection for the single 
till approach. Thus , keeping this fact in mind and 
also considering the current ad-hoc filing and need 
for expediency and avoidance of expected response 
from AERA to provide computation on single till 
basis in case computation were filed on dual till 
basis, current _ad-hoc submission provided 
computation on single till basis as an interim 
measure. 

approach of suo-motto conforming to the .present 
position of the Authority with respect to single till. 
Further, the Authority does not find any provision in 
the concession agreement which provides that the 
aeronautical charges in respect of the Hyderabad 
airport would be decided on dual till basis . Only 
requirement of the concession agreement (article 
10.2.1) is that the charges shall be consistent with the 
ICAO policies. There is no averment that the single 
till is not consistent with the ICAO policies. In fact 
as stated in response to sL 2(6) above, it is 
Authority's understanding that a harmonious and 
complete reading.of.the'K'Ao guidance on the issue 

• ~r:J - Po 41 

suggests a P!"~fe~nce-fot single tilL 

(2) Thei r-submissionin the ad hoc filing dated 18th . (2) ~mmenfs~afsl ~ 2(4) above may be referred. It 
_ r''''-'' ~JI _ ~ .l _ -. •

August 2010 had taken cost of equity .at 24% would also be~relevant-note that ill the stakeholder 
=' ,.;;.j.r.-:"'.. consultationi'.:.meeting- held on 29.09 .2010, the 

Jacobs ..Consultancy Report whereas the Authority
recommended aa.rational and logical as per ~/~ 

iepresentativ~("'GOvernme nt of Andhra Pradesh ., ~ ,. I 
has cOlliide.red the ~ost of Equity only @ 18.33% stated that "on the issue of return on equity, the State 
based onl.. Clause 2.3(b) (i) of the State Support stands by what has been provided in the State 
Agreement. This 'clause provides that GoAP uses the support Agreement, i.e., 18.33%". Further, the 
target equity IRR- of118.33% to adjust interest Free argument if taken at its face value, would mean that 
Loan (IFL) and does-not prohibit earning of a higher HIAL should first approach Government of Andhra 
reasonable equity return based on CAPM. Pradesh to upward adjust the interest free loan to 

arrive at target equity IRR of 18.33% before 
approaching the Authority for increasing the UDF. 
The Authority appreciates HIAL for raising this 
important issue and would further examine and 
finally decide the same at the stage of final 
determination. 

(3) The traffic at Hyderabad historically has followed I (3) It is noted that HIALhas, in the interim, accepted 
a trend different from the all India growth. In the the Authoritv's decision in the matter. Comments at 
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interim, HIAL has accepted AERA's stand with I s1. 2(5) above may also be seen 
regard to traffic assumption with a request to give 
due credence to the study conducted by the Madras 
School of Economics for the final tariff 
determination. 

(4) The existing . discount rate of 15% for timely (4)&(5) Position stated in para 7(iii)& (iv) of the 
payment on domestic landings lacks financial Order read with para 6.1(i) of the minutes of the 
rationale °an,fl needs to be corrected. The discount stakeholder consultation meeting held on 
proposed JJ~thetn-@ ~2% should be considered as 29.09.2010 are reiterated. 
part of price cap mechanism as it helps in making the 
industryhealthy and i..lTIprove the payment cycle thus 
stren~el}ing the'viability of the airport. Further, if a 
higher : 'discount "is ~ "suggested" as part 'of -the 
GoverIigle~t 'or ~.fWato ry guidance, then the sa~ 
should -be-inclyded~ as part of price cap 'and 
appropriate upward adjustment in UDF made. 

(5) As regards the'levyof Rs.aooc/vlanding charges 
on aircrafts-with less than 80 seats, if the same is not 
allowed j'Tappropriate upward adjustment in UDF 
should be made. 

(6) HIAL have pointed out following corrections to (6)(a)(d) & (f)
 
be made to the UDF workings: It is Authority's understanding that the aforesaid
 

a.	 Change in the Operating Cost base from difference are arising mainly as HIAL is taking 2010
2009-10 (taken by AERA) to 2010-11 (as 11 estimates as firm figures. It is reiterated that the 
per HIAL filing) figures of 2010-11 are only estimates and therefore, 

b.	 Exclude the Interest on amount Authority proposes to continue with its approach of 
recoverable from the Hotel subsidiary taking actuals of 2009-10 to estimate the figures in 

c.	 Advertisement revenue taken erroneously respect of 2010-11 and 2011-12 and 2012-13. The 
as also inclusion of income in form of non double counting of dividend income has been 
refundable deposits not furnished in their removed. After reconciliation, the UDF rate has 
earlier submission. been worked out as Rs-430/- oer domestic nassenzer 
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d.	 Double counting of dividend income and Rs.1700J- per international passenger, exclusive 
e.	 Accounting of Aero Express Bus Service for of service tax, on an ad-hoc basis w.e.f. 01.11.2010. 

the year 2008-09 as the same was hived off . Authority is conscious that on a detailed assessment, 
as a separate JV w.e.f 01.04.2009 including a bottoms up analysis of all revenues and . 

f.	 Unidentified significant difference in expenditures, the UDF rates presently determined 
landing and parking charges estimated by may need to be altered. This exercise will be 
the Authority undertaken at the final determination stage. 

g.	 Ground handling area and escalation of 
ground-handling rent to be corrected. (6)(b) RIAL has advanced a loan of Rs. 140 crores to 

the demerged hotel business. The notional interest 
HIAL has's ubmitted that the cumulative impact of on the same has been considered as a revenue for 
the abov.ercbrrections is Rs.621J- per international RIAL by the Authprity in the present ad hoc 
passenger..(keepingfthe domestic UDF static). R~ determinatiop... a _!t ~is~ RIAL's case that the hotel is 
has revisedthe worksheets accordingly wherein the demerged and no~etuih . iS being allowed to them in 

~	 'C; ... 

UDF works out t<[~-420J- per domestic passenger RAB ...on a' tli~ ,~£orr~ponding portion. Therefore, 
and Rs.2849l-pe£.,.i.m:.,ernational passenger (excludi~g notional . int~fest~may n oj:"be taken into account as 
taxes) with-a request to approve the UDF rates on revenue;-!I0~~vl!:ier, -th~ A~th~rity is not in a position 
ad-hoc basis w.e.f 01.11.2010. to appreciate, ~ p'resently; :-(1) As to why the hotel. ~' ......~ 

could: not-have-directly raised this loan instead of 
RIAL advan6U;g-it:to them; and (ii) The imputation 
of the loan advanced to the equity or debt raised by 
RIAL is also not possible to determine at this stage . 
In the circumstances the Authority reiterates its 
position for the present. 
(6) (c) & (g) These issues would be taken up at the 
stage of final determination after bottoms up 
assessment. 
(6) (e) Aero Express Bus Service is not a related 
activity of the airport. RIAL itself demerged this 
business from 2009-10 onwards. Therefore, on 
principle, the Authority does not find the proposal 
acceptable. 

(1) The revision of UDF rates will definitely improve I (1) (2) (3) (6)Federation of 
the financial conditions of the airport, but it may also It would appear that FlCCI SUDDOrts increase of non Indian 

7
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S. Name ofthe Comments given by Stakeholder Comments j Position ofthe Authority 
No Stakeholder
 

Chambers of
 affect the passenger growth affecting both the aeronautical income so as to reduce reliance of the 
Commerce & airlines and the airports and that the airport may airport operator on the aeronautical revenues. In 
Industry look for some other alternative source of incomes i.e. Authority's view, the single till approach without 
(FICC!) non-aeronautical revenues to increase their income. disincentivising the non aeronautical revenues, 

enables subsidization of aeronautical charges 
through non aeronautical revenues thus keeping the 

(2) Major airports ~ih Europe are no longer mere impact of higher charges on the passengers 
infrastructure providers but have become fully moderated. 
fledged businesses:....Faced with 'the necessity to FlCCI has stated that major airports in Europe have 
finance...their own operating and development costs, diversified their sources of revenue and are relying 
these mdjor..~ortS-= fi ave diversified their sources of on non aeronautical revenues "to finance their own 
revenue,,/relyinif:npt only on the traditional operating and deve~qp~ment costs". This is also the 
aeronautical revenues' made up of airport charges, p'o~ition of ...the.... AlIt!fi rtty in adopting single till 
but alsorincreasingly on a variety of other revenues approach_wJ:iere-aJ.1.~ili~.tevenues (both from aero and 
including ~etkn, ~!<ing, real estate, etc. non ~aero.::I:se~es)..! ateJ~taken together to finance 

..; ~ 'it~ r~ ...... ' 
operating:ana;Pevelop...mlWtcosts of the airports. 
F!,q.Clrseenf9~t~g~~}!l~t it; view of the declining 

(3) The declining airline economics have :r~quir~d airline -econoIlllcst"~ilie· airlines should not be 
, .. ~,~...-, ~ ... ~ 

airports to'·bETcome,more reliant on non-aeroiiautieal burde :riea.-m9r~1J1.2}absolutely necessary. In short, 
revenues, ~th many airports deriving more than the .incidencJ'iof-ouraen"'of charges on the airlines 
half of total~ treve'nu~s';from such sources and this should be minimized.:-""Coupled with its comment at 
figure .is L.increasing ..in a substantial number of (1), it would also like the passenger charges to also be 
airports....and expy.cted to even cross 70% in near moderated. FICCI has taken a nuanced approach in 
future. this regard. Single till addresses precisely both these 

concerns, yet maintaining a fair rate of return to the 
airport operator. 

(4) No data has been furnished to support this 
statement. Therefore, Authority is not in a position 

(4) There is ample evidence that airport users are to comment upon the same. However, it would be 
currently not paying the full cost of the infrastructure seen that by ensuring a fair return on RAE the 
they use . Indeed airport users currently appear to be airport operator is assured that there would be no 
benefiting from an under-recovery of capital costs, at under recovery of capital cost. 
the exoense of the owners of the airports. 
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Comments given by Stakeholder Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No 

Name of theS. 
Stakeholder 

(5) Moreover, increasing competition between (5) As per the policy of the Government of India a 
airports results in a growing trend of cross- new airport is not normally allowed within 150 krns 
subsidisation between non-aeronautical and distance of an existing airport. Therefore, in the 
aeronautical revenues, to the benefit of the latter. Indian context the monopoly nature of the airports is 
This reflects the fact that today airports have no further strengthened. The comments of FICCI do 
interest in overcharging airlines but rather seek to not seem to have taken into account this India 
offer competitive.charging levels to attract and retain specific position. 
traffic so as.to secure future growth. 

(6) HIAL can loolt .for further diversifying ~to ~ _(p) The Authority ~in full agreement with FlCCl's 
various nonsaeronautical activities with a view .to view that. HI.ttE"/slfu¢a:look for further diversifying 
reduce its dependency on airlines/ aeronautical, into various~,aeroll~utical activities so that the 
revenues J)y': -inn9Yaqve and result oriented airport-. s urplus ther;:ttom~c~ula. l>e used to fund the airport 
marketing.e-This.acalls for timely and detailed " capital ~eeds. ~~c.!,:tl$J0uld be ~ good template 
forecasts to be undertaken to understand the traffic for funding cap1taljp.vestID:ent at all airports. 
development-so C!S to -plan ahead for capital-intensive 
decisions such ~as , expansion of terminals, 
construction of car-parks, hotels, conference facilities 
and othet'conimerciai entities. 

(7) In order to transfOrm the current airport business (7) The Authority is in agreement with the position 
model, HIAL need to adopt a customer-centric that passenger interest should be the basic anchor 
approach focused on enhancing the passenger for economic regulation of airports. Keeping this in 
experience. Since the airlines have control of today's view the Authority is minded to adopt the single till 
passenger relationship, airports need to develop a approach which keeps the charges on a lower side. 
strategy to engage the passenger in their end-to-end The Authority is also in agreement with FICCl's 
travel journey. In fact, the airports need to consider approach of recognizing the importance of customer 
the passenger as a 'customer.' This is a real in increasing non-aeronautical revenues which is 
opportunity for airports to transform their current also in alignment with ICAO's guidance on this 
airport business model that will result in increased subject. 
non-aeronautical revenues." 
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S. I Name of the 
No Stakeholder 

8 IAssociation of 
Private Airport 
Operators 
(APAO) 

Comments given by Stakeholder I Comments j Position ofthe Authority 

(1) UDF is to be determined under Section 13 (1) (b) I (1) Comments at sl. 3(1) above may be referred.
 
of AERA Act and there is no specific mention of
 
matters to be taken into consideration while
 
determining UDF unlike as specified in Section 13(1)
 
(a) (i) to (vii). Her te, the Authority should ensure
 
adherence to concession agreements and APAO
 
fundamentally disagrees with the philosophy of the
 
Single "'Till.. for -the •Private major Airports with
 

. ~ '- --" concession agreement~ 

(2)APA(!rW8a'grees with the cost of equity taken by 
the AuilioHttas t!f~)jfeel that it depends on the .~~ 
profile :of e~ch ~airport and the same should !?,e 
calculated after tgking into consideration various Jrisk 
factors and have also submitted that the Authority 
should ,....not:' disregard- the report submitted ~ oY.: 
internationally renowned consultants such as Jacobs 

....Consultancy. 

(3) APAO, also lliSagrees with the approach of the I (3) Comments at sl. 2(5) above may be referred. 
Authority on the-Traffic Forecast projections and 
feels that the non availability of detailed assumption 
and the independent variables and a short term 
growth trend should not be a reason for rejection of 
such a scientific study by a reputed institute. 

(4)APAO have also stated that the classification is I (4) Comments at sl. 3(2) above may be referred. 
not in conformity with Concession agreement and 
APAO is of the view that in case there is a difference 
between AERAAct an concession agreement relating 
to classification of some services as either 
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Comments given by StakeholderName ofthe Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No 
S. 

Stakeholder 
Aeronautical or Non-aeronautical Services,
 
treatment thereof should be such so as to put airport
 
operator economically at par with provisions of
 
concession agreements
 

(5) The Authority .In their proposal has included I (5) Position stated in para 9-4.1(h) of the Order is 
dividend income.einetariff calculations. APAO have reiterated. 
submitted that the-dividend income is not revenue 
received~on account of the licensed activities of 
airports dild hence-;tHese should be excluded for the 
purposeof.....computaqQn of Gross Revenue / Tariff 
calculation. 

(6) LandTease :i~P.Jpl has been included'.by t!i~
 
Authority-for IUQ.F..:.determination. APAO states that
 
even though onean ad hoc basis, this needs to be
 
reviewed'and-taken-oiit of the Till.
 

(7) Landing- charge for aircraft less than 80 seats : I (7) Comments at s1. 1(2) above may be referred. 
APAO •has agree<!=Jwith the position taken by 
Authority. Ho~ver, APAO notes from the 
Authority's comments that .airport operators need 
not seek Authority's approval either for 
discontinuing or reducing such concessions which is 
purely a commercial decision of the respective 
airports. 

(8) APAO has submitted that the interest free loan I (8) Comments at s1. 3(6) above may be referred. 
has been extended by state Government to encourage 
development of Greenfield airport. However, while 
calculating WACC, the Authority has reduced cost of 
overall debt by considering zero cost for this debt 
which is eauivalent to taking away all the benefit 
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S. Name ofthe Comments given by Stakeholder Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No Stakeholder 

given to the airport by State Government. APAO has
 
requested the Authority to recognize the fact that any
 
specific concessions or benefits available as part of
 
Concession agreement to the investors, the same
 
should be respected and the benefit should be made
 
available to the Organization.
 

The Federation (1) FAPCCI have. submitted that the working of the I (1) Comments at sl. 4(1) above may be referred. 9 
ofAndhra PPP model must -berin such a way that the project 
Pradesh and the ,entrepreneur do not suffer a loss and they
 
Chambers of
 must get aa.eqmite--,,:refurns on their investment and 

• - Ialso on.theservices'offered by them. Commerce & 
Industry 
(FAPCCI) 

(2) As regards the. :r_eturn on equity FAPCCI feels the
 
same could - b e:::'vv.~ked out most logically "and
 
rationally by the Authority.
 

(1) The-levy would-pe extremely detrimental to the (1) There is some ~,iherit in the argument that theNational10 
growth of passenger traffic and instead of increase in UDF maybe detrimental to the growth in 

Company of 
Aviation 

augmenting-revenues for the airport, it could result passenger traffic. Therefore, the Authority has by 
in lowe'ri~g ofrevefiue with lesser passengers coming adoption of single till moderated UDF through non India Ltd. 

aeronautical revenue. (NACIL) in due to proposed -ificrease in UDF. 

(2) There is need for clarification regarding the (2) At the time of expansion of the airport project 
facilities towards which the additional investment of during execution stage the Government had 
Rs.442 crores has been utilized by HIAL which was permitted additional investment of Rs. 442 crores 
initially to be made without any liability on the user subject to the following conditions: 
and which has been withdrawn in August 2010, (i) It will not require any additional contribution 
without stating any valid reasons. from stakeholders. 

(ii) There will not be any additional liability to the 
user. No additional UDF will be considered onthis 
account. 
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included in the RAB. 

initial cost of the airport hotel. 

(4) Citing the huge cost of the building constructed (4) The capital expenditure incurred by HIAL would 
by HIAL for its Office, NACIL has commented that be taken up for a detailed review at the final 
details of construction cost needs to be provided determination stage. 
since unnecessary additions to assets and costs are 
increasing the financial burden and thus the demand 
for increase in UDF. 

S. 
No 

Name ofthe 
Stakeholder 

Comments given by Stakeholder Comments / Position ofthe Authority 

(iii) All the works may be taken through competitive 
bidding process. 

However, according to the Ministry of CivilAviation 
letter F. No. AV.20014/003/2006-AA! dated 
9.08.2010, the Ministry on a re-examination has 
withdrawn the same. Authority has taken on board 
this position and has not gone into the reasons 
thereof. However, on a broad basis, it is the 
considered view of the Authority that the airport 
operator should be allowed a fair return on the 
investments made 9Y.. it and which have been 

(3) NAqL=has stated that the cost of constructi0.n 6f~ 
the hotel- shoulg.-nq,t form part of overall costs 
incurred on the airport, which have been included ill 
the RAB" by HIAL.- Further, the interest on tlie 
amount given as - loan to the Hotel should 'be, 
considered"as incoine' for HIAL. Further, NACIL 
have also stated that ~y expenses or revenue of the 
,Hotel for 2008 ':09':..~hould also not be considered 
while determinirig'Ufrf' from the date of inception of 
the hotel and all lcosfs and revenues incurred for the 
Hotel in 2008-09 should, hence, not be part of the 

~3 ) ~The ~hot~Jia]~t ' ef Cfpt the land underlying the 
same has':be~n~emerged from HIAL. Further the 
interest ~oh,r the a'i:n9~t ~ given as loan to the hotel 
entity °is;-f8r~th~resent , being considered as the 
income of th~ RIAl:: 
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Name of theS. Comments given by Stakeholder Comments / Position ofthe Authority 
No Stakeholder 

(5) NACILhas submitted that the equity internal rate I (5) Position stated in para 9.2 of the Order is 
of return of 18.33% considered by the Authority is reiterated. 
unreasonable considering the long term capital 
investment perceived for an airport and therefore, a 
rate of return equivalent to airlines industry needs to 
be followed which- is never in the range of 18-24%. 
The balance sheet oofJIIAL reflects that debt to equity 
is in the ratio of 5:1 , hence the cost of debt should be 
taken as cost of equity. 

(6) NACIL is of tlieIipinion that the cost audit of the (6) The capital expenditure incurred by RIAL would 
expenses incurred on the project by RIAL vis-a-vis be taken - up for a <detailed review at the final 
their reasonableness needs to be confirmed based on determination stage. 
cost audit. 

(7) As regards the proposal for levy of landin:g 
charges, on aircraft"less than 80 seats, NACIL has I (7) & (8) Comments at sl. 1(2) above may be referred. 
submitted that the same should be treated as part of 
increase in 'landing and parking charges and 
considered once the-regulatory period is over during 
tariff determination-:-NACIL feels that no additional 
10% increase in landing and parking charges should 
be provided to RIAL. 

(8) NACIL has further stated that if a discount of 15% 
on payment of landing and parking charges is 
allowed, financial burden on the airline would 
increase, thus affecting airline viability. Moreover, as 
single till concept is being followed, distinction 
between aero and non-aero revenues is pointless and 
both need to be considered to calculate deficitjloss. 
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S. 
No 

Name ofthe 
Stakeholder 

Comments given by Stakeholder 

(9)As regards the Aero Express Bus service, NACIL 
feels that since the expenditure has been incurred in 
2008-09 and the same has been hived off as a 
separate JV from April 2009, no income or expenses 
of the same should b~ considered from the start. 

~-

-
(10) NACIL has agreed that the traffic projections 
based on National-Average are seemingly correct and 
the same shoiiId be considered. ,. - f 

Comments / Position ofthe Authority 

(9) This has already been done by the Authority. 

(10) Noted. 

- ~ 
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Hyderabad International Airport Limited Annexure -III 

UDF Calculation per departing passenger - Domestic @ Rs.430/-, International @ Rs.1700/
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